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The Cylera Internet of Things (IoT) security and intelligence platform allows healthcare 
delivery organisa!ions (HDOs) to safeguard what matters most - - pa!ient safety, privacy, 
security, and business con!inuity. Clients from large hospitals and small local health centres 
in the UK have found Cylera to be a trusted solu!ion for a “whole healthcare” approach 
to medical device and other asset discovery, network analysis and segmenta!ion, device 
vulnerabili!ies, risk analy!ics, threat intelligence, and "leet op!imisa!ion. Cylera keeps the 
medical machine – both technically and metaphorically – running smoothly.

Healthcare Cyber Security 
Company of the Year - UK

When Cylera 
co-founders, Paul 
Bakoyiannis, Chief 
Technology Officer, 
Timur Ozekcin, 

Chief Executive Officer, 
and Sean Abraham, Chief 
Operations Officer, first set out 
to build Cylera’s IoT security 
and intelligence platform, the 
intention was to bring “next-
generation” technology to health 
and care organisations, where 
innovation was truly needed. 
Both Information Technology 
(IT) and Medical Engineering 
had key needs around IoT 
and medical devices (IoMT) 
that were going unaddressed 
by “first-generation,” older 
and repurposed generalized 
solutions. A new solution 
that could meet operational, 
regulatory, and financial 
requirements while preserving 
patient care and business 
continuity would assist the whole 
healthcare estate with smoother, 
more efficient, and secure 
operations.

First, traditional tools in use by 
IT teams are not able to help 
them discover and assess the 
wide-ranging types of IoT and 
IoMT becoming more and more 
connected into the hospital’s 
network fabric every day. Most 
healthcare providers have at 
least 10 – 15 IoT and IoMT 
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devices per bed, roughly three 
to four times as many devices 
in the estate as compared 
to standard IT networking 
equipment such as firewalls, 
switch/routers, various types of 
application and web servers, 
desktop workstations, and 
typical IT security tools, etc. 
Second, the devices in the 
estate are largely invisible or 
unidentified because of specialty 

communications and unique 
device characteristics, leaving 
gaping security holes in the 
essential information needed 
to keep operations running 
smoothly when incidents occur. 
In the end, the healthcare estate 
may actually have a much 
higher risk profile than anyone 
realises.

Third, a better way to identify, 

categorise, and examine 
those devices for true risk and 
vulnerabilities was needed 
to help IT teams give optimal 
support to their medical 
engineering counterparts and 
the work they performed for 
patients every day using these 
devices.

The usual IT approach of 
scanning for vulnerable devices 
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is out of the question. Standard 
vulnerability tools commonly 
disrupt device operations, 
causing outages, resets, or 
worse, impacting patient care. 
And because IT frequently 
has little-to-no operational 
knowledge of these devices and 
their locations, utilisation, and 
workflow, IT cannot properly 
assess the security risk, nor can 
they efficiently assist in solving 
device issues when they arise.

Instead of scanning physical 
devices, Cylera applies 
multiple patented techniques 
to deliver a deeper type of 
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) 
in the network traffic it sees, 
and analysis of the devices 
takes place with absolutely 
zero-touch – no disruption 
to operations whatsoever – 
because they never actually 
scan the physical devices. 

There are multiple technologies 
developed within Cylera’s cyber-
clinical engine that working 
together, are applied to deliver a 
superior level of asset visibility 
and actional guidance for the 
IoT, IoMT, and IT/OT device 
register. These are, Adaptive 
Data Type Analysis™, IoT 
Device Emulation Engine™, and 
its own Cylera proprietary Threat 
and Intelligence Database. 
Here’s how it works.

• Adaptive Data Type 
Analysis™ - When discovering 
devices and creating an 
accurate asset register (or 
inventory) across the whole 

hospital’s network estate, Cylera 
customers can trust that new and 
never-before-seen devices that 
may occur in the network can 
be identified and evaluated for 
risks. This capability is not prone 
to cause “predictive” analysis 
errors – a common critique some 
vendors claim as a shortcoming 
of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
machine learning (ML). Adaptive 
Data Type Analysis, instead, 
provides a data-driven analysis 
on new devices with accuracy 
that gives IT the information it 
needs to make decisions. Two 
patents have been awarded to 
Cylera’s capability.

Others who do not have 
this capability require the 
development of specific 
protocol analysers, or 
sometimes referred to as a 
protocol “dissector” for any new 
device seen in the network, 
or which may not be in their 
library of device support. 
These take time to develop and 
refine. In Cylera’s case, when 
something new or unidentified 
appears, they are able to 
discover it, categorize it, and 
provide risk analysis – a far 
better solution than devices 
designated as “unknown.”

• IoT Device Emulation 
Engine™ - Instead of scanning 
a physical device, Cylera 

creates a type of “digital twin” 
– a simulation, of the physical 
devices discovered. This allows 
them to never touch the live, 
physical device which may at 

any time be delivering patient 
care. Instead, the vulnerability 
scanning is performed against 
the digital twin for configuration 
weaknesses, vulnerabilities, 
related CVE and CVSS, vendor 
advisories, and applicable NHS 
Digital Cyber Alerts. All the 
information gathered is then 
monitored and maintained over 
time, provided against that 
non-physical device. Cylera has 
developed this as a powerful way 
to assess vulnerabilities, score 
risks, offer mitigation plans, and 
operationalise the information 
across many departments, 
with absolutely zero touch 
– no impact or disruption to 
equipment, availability, or safe 
patient care whatsoever. Cylera’s 
capability is patent pending as of 
this writing.

• Cylera’s Threat and 
Intelligence Database – a 
proprietary database of threat 
and intelligence information 
is used in overlay analysis of 
connected devices, and the 
weaknesses and vulnerabilities 
which may be present. This has 
been built and maintained by 
Cylera Labs researchers over 
many years and provides a rich 
library of insight into what to do 
about security gaps discovered 
within the IoT, IoMT and even 
operational technologies (OT) 
such as security cameras, 

smart TVs, CCTV systems, and 
building environmental controls 
seen across the whole hospital 
estate. Some call this capability 
a “data lake.”

In 2021, Cylera experienced 
significant new client growth 
globally. In the UK, it has 
become well known as a 
valued provider of technology 
excellence to address data 
security and protection for 
National Health Service (NHS) 
Trusts (Acute, Foundation, 
Ambulance and Mental Health). 

Related to its growth and 
adoption of Cylera technology, 
has been its usefulness and 
time savings in helping NHS 
Trust clients ready for their 
annual Data Security Protection 
Toolkit (DSPT) self-assessment 
submission. The DSPT is 
designed to assist organisations 
to measure their performance 
against the National Data 
Guardian’s (NDG) 10 Data 
Security Standards which 
protect sensitive data and also 
protect critical services which 
may be affected by a disruption 
to critical IT systems (such as in 
the event of a cyberattack).

All organisations that have 
access to NHS patient data 
and systems must use the 
toolkit to provide assurance 
that they are practicing 
good data security, and that 
personal information is handled 
correctly. Cylera assists in 
many facets of each of the 10 
Data Security Standards, as 
documented here.  Of particular 
note for the 2021-2022 DSPT 
requirements is the new Data 
Security Standard 9 to create 
a connected medical device 
register in specific.  

“With medical devices 
becoming more connected and, 
in many respects, subject to 
the same level of vulnerabilities 
(if not more) than a desktop, 
tablet or laptop device. These 
vulnerabilities are particularly 
marked with the 1st generations 
of connected medical devices 
some of which may have a 
decades long life span.

So just as it is important to know 
your user base and their devices, 
it is important to have a register 
of connected medical devices.

This register should include 
vendor, maintenance 
arrangements, any network 
segmentation in place and 
whether network access is 
given to supplier/maintainer. 
It is expected it would contain 
(or is linked) the items found 
in an IT asset register network 

From left to right, Cylera co-founders, Paul Bakoyiannis, Chief Technology Officer, Timur Ozekcin, Chief 
Executive Officer, and Sean Abraham Chief Operations Officer

Cylera’s Unique, Patented Cyber-Clinical Engine
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name, IP address (if static), 
Mac address and software and 
versions (where appropriate).” 
- Excerpt from the Data Security Standard 9 – IT 
Protection, Connected Medical Devices

The most recent new capability 
now in the Cylera platform is 
the new Cyber Alert Dashboard. 
This was developed in response 
to feature requests by clients 
seeking something to help them 
track NHS Digital Cyber Alerts, 
a requirement in the DSPT.  The 
new dashboard provides all 
NHS Cyber Alerts, organized 
by date, and highlights whether 
the Trust has any equipment 
affected by the alert. Users can 
see all the alerts available from 
the NHS feed, or toggle in the 
Cylera management console to 
see only those Cyber Alerts that 
are relevant to their estate. This 
gives Cylera clients a kind of 
‘early warning system,’ on weekly 
or urgent threat bulletins to 
immediate, high-severity alerts.

In addition, the list of relevant 
alerts and their status can be 
exported to a spreadsheet and 
provided as evidence to NHS 
or auditors that the Cyber Alerts 
have been received, what the 
impact may be for the given 
Trust, and online results of the 
resolution workflow, individual 
device status, threat risk 

level, and when resolved and 
by whom. Alternatively, if an 
on-site audit is occurring, the 
auditor can simply turn to this 
dashboard for evidence of the 
Trust’s compliance in handling 
Cyber Alerts. Naturally, this has 
proven to be a huge timesaver 
for IT teams, and assists 
in keeping all departments 
coordinated and aware of Cyber 
Alert concerns and their status 
in the workflow.

Obviously, with the pandemic, 
healthcare providers have 
also become increasingly 
targeted by sophisticated 
cyberattacks, and warnings 
abound on ransomware and 
other types of security incidents 
by bad actors and nation-states. 
Intellectual property related to 
the development of COVID-19 
vaccines and access to patient 
data have been keenly targeted. 
Additionally, ransomware 
has become one of the most 
common methods of disrupting 
critical health services because 
the threat actors know that 
often, healthcare facilities will 
pay to get back up and running 
due to the life-saving urgency 
of patient care. Finally, in the 
most recent warnings, there are 
heightened concerns related to 
potential disruption from ongoing 
geopolitical affairs. 

The threat landscape is ever-
evolving, which adds even more 
pressure on the medical industry to 
accelerate defenses while balancing 
the essential needs of patient 
care, privacy, safety, and business 
continuity. The rapid expansion of 
connected, unmanaged IoT and 
medical devices in healthcare 
only serves to increase the attack 
surface available to bad actors. 
Unfortunately, these are the very 
devices that are often invisible to 
IT teams working to defend the 
networks, patients, and the business.

For Cylera, this award as UK 
Healthcare Cyber Security 
Company of the Year – 2022, 
is attributed to their technical 
excellence and meeting 
significant needs for UK health 
and care providers, not all of 
which have been covered here. 

“We are extremely honored 
by this award, and it gives us 
confidence that we are on the 
right track with our efforts to assist 
NHS Digital and Trusts in the UK 
with next-generation technology 
for the needs of both today and 
tomorrow,” said Timur Ozekcin, 
CEO and Co-Founder of Cylera.

Cylera removes the blind spots, 
helps organisations address their 
compliance and security needs, 
and even assists with greater 

optimization of devices which 
in return provides financial and 
business value. Their clients often 
mention in reviews that Cylera 
enables health and care providers to 
stay focused on the patients, relying 
upon Cylera to keep IoT, medical 
devices, and IT/OT assets cyber-
safe, available, and compliant.

NOTE: Cylera is available to 
UK buyers through their UK 
partner, Core to Cloud Ltd.,
www. coretocloud.co.uk

Company: Cylera
Website: cylera.com
contact@cylera.com 

US Headquarters: 1 Rockefeller 
Plaza, Floor 11, New York, NY. 
10020
US HQ Phone: +1-332-239-1744

UK Office: Unit H2, Hub 8, The 
Brewery Quarter, Cheltenham, 
GL50 3FF, UK
UK Phone: +44 7711 736792
UK/EMEA: Steve Brigden, Head 
of Cylera, UK, steve.brigden@
cylera.com

UK Sales Partner: Core to Cloud, 
Ltd., 
Core to Cloud Offices: The 
Castle, Cecily Hill, Cirencester 
GL7 2EF, United Kingdom
Core to Cloud Phone:
+44 1285 708313

Cyber Alert Dashboard within Cylera’s Command Console.


